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Enforcement of FRAND Commitments under Article 102 TFEU. Tuire Anniina Vaeisaenen 2011
International Antitrust Law & Policy: Fordham Competition Law 2012 Barry E. Hawk 2013-02-01 This volume contains articles and panel discussions delivered during the ThirtyNinth Annual Fordham Competition Law Institute Conference on International Antitrust Law & Policy. About the Proceedings: Every October the Fordham Competition Law
Institute brings together leading figures from governmental organizations, leading international law firms and corporations and academia to examine and analyze the most
important issues in international antitrust and trade policy of the United States, the EU and the world. This work is the most definitive and comprehensive annual analysis of
international antitrust law and policy available anywhere. The chapters are revised and updated before publication, where necessary. As a result, the reader receives up-to-date
practical tips and important analyses of difficult policy issues. The annual volumes are an indispensable guide through the sea of international antitrust law. The Fordham
Competition Law Proceedings are acknowledged as simply the most definitive US/EC annual analyses of antitrust/competition law published. Each annual edition sets out to
explore and analyze the areas of antitrust/competition law that have had the most impact in that year. Recent "hot topics" include antitrust enforcement in Asia, Latin America:
competition enforcement in the areas of telecommunications, media and information technology. All of the chapters raise questions of policy or discuss new developments and
assess their significance and impact on antitrust and trade policy.
Competition Law and Big Data Beata Mäihäniemi 2020-02-28 In this timely book, Beata Mäihäniemi analyses and evaluates how the characteristics of information as a good, as
well as the characteristics of digital platforms, affect the application of competition law in both theory and practice.
China and EU Antitrust Review of Refusal to License IPR Dr. Tiancheng Jiang 2015 Striking a proper balance between unilateral exercise of intellectual property rights on the one
hand and competition rules on the other hand is not an easy exercise. The right owners’ unilateral behaviour of refusal to license is one such delicate issue, particularly for China,
considering that it has not been clarif ied within existing competition rules how to assess a right owner’s specif ic unilateral practices. In a series of cases, the EU courts have
established the exceptional circumstances in which the right owners’ refusal conduct might be considered as an infringement of EU competition rules. In general, Chinese
competition law has been modelled after the EU competition rules. This book firstly examines the EU approaches on dominant undertakings’ refusal to license intellectual property
rights and the follow-on pricing issue, and then explores to what extent the EU model could contribute to China’s anti-monopoly practice.
Essential Interoperability Standards Simon Brinsmead 2021-08-12 Proposes a new expert-led international instrument to address access to essential technical standards.
Patent Remedies and Complex Products C. Bradford Biddle 2019-06-27 Through a collaboration among twenty legal scholars from North America, Europe and Asia, this book
presents an international consensus on the use of patent remedies for complex products such as smartphones, computer networks, and the Internet of Things. This title is also
available as Open Access on Cambridge Core.
Competition Policy and Intellectual Property in Today's Global Economy Robert D. Anderson 2021-07-31 The fast-evolving relationship between the promotion of welfareenhancing competition and the balanced protection of intellectual property (IP) rights has attracted the attention of policymakers, analysts and scholars. This interest is inevitable in
an environment that lays ever greater emphasis on the management of knowledge and innovation and on mechanisms to ensure that the public derives the expected social and
economic benefits from this innovation and the spread of knowledge. This book looks at the positive linkage between IP and competition in jurisdictions around the world,
surveying developments and policy issues from an international and comparative perspective. It includes analysis of key doctrinal and policy issues by leading academics and
practitioners from around the globe and a cutting-edge survey of related developments across both developed and developing economies. It also situates current policy
developments at the national level in the context of multilateral developments, at WIPO, WTO and elsewhere.
Enforcement of FRAND Commitments Under Article 102 TFEU 2011
TRIPS plus 20 Hanns Ullrich 2016-01-29 This book examines the impact and shortcomings of the TRIPS Agreement, which was signed in Marrakesh on 15 April 1994. Over the
last 20 years, the framework conditions have changed fundamentally. New technologies have emerged, markets have expanded beyond national borders, some developing states
have become global players, the terms of international competition have changed, and the intellectual property system faces increasing friction with public policies. The
contributions to this book inquire into whether the TRIPS Agreement should still be seen only as part of an international trade regulation, or whether it needs to be understood – or
even reconceptualized – as a framework regulation for the international protection of intellectual property. The purpose, therefore, is not to define the terms of an outright revision
of the TRIPS Agreement but rather to discuss the framework conditions for an interpretative evolution that could make the Agreement better suited to the expectations and needs
of today’s global economy.
The Cambridge Handbook of Technical Standardization Law Jorge L. Contreras 2017-12-14 Technical standards are ubiquitous in the modern networked economy. They allow
products made and sold by different vendors to interoperate with little to no consumer effort and enable new market entrants to innovate on top of established technology
platforms. This groundbreaking volume, edited by Jorge L. Contreras, assesses and analyzes the legal aspects of technical standards and standardization. Bringing together more
than thirty leading international scholars, advocates, and policymakers, it focuses on two of the most contentious and critical areas pertaining to standards today in key jurisdictions
around the world: antitrust/competition law and patent law. (A subsequent volume will focus on international trade, copyright, and administrative law.) This comprehensive, detailed
examination sheds new light on the standards that shape the global technology marketplace and will serve as an indispensable tool for scholars, practitioners, judges, and
policymakers everywhere.
The Interplay Between Competition Law and Intellectual Property Gabriella Muscolo 2019-01-17 Although competition law and intellectual property are often interwoven, until this
book there has been little guidance on how they work together in practice. As the intersection between the two fields continues to grow worldwide, both in case law and in
regulation, the book's markets-based approach, focusing on sectors such as pharmaceuticals, IT, telecoms, energy and agriculture in eleven of the world's most active
jurisdictions, provides a much-needed in-depth understanding of how this interplay reveals itself among the different legal systems. Written by a range of authors including judges,
regulators, academics, economists and practitioners in both fields, the book provides an international comparative perspective as well as detailed analysis of specific cases,
policies and proposals for change. Among the issues and topics covered are the following: – free movement of goods and the protection of intellectual property rights; – standard
essential patents & injunction in patent cases; – intellectual property rights between technological development and consumer protection; – geo-blocking; – online platforms and
antitrust; – excessive prices. In this context, special attention is paid throughout to the increasing dialogue among Competition Authorities and between Judges and Competition
Authorities around the world. As matchless remedy for the lack of uniformity heretofore, the book's investigation of the nexus between competition law and intellectual property in
different sectors and in various countries takes a giant step towards a more-balanced approach and more-levelled regulation and practices. It will be warmly appreciated by policy
makers, decision makers, regulators, practitioners and academics in both competition law and intellectual property fields
European Competition Law Annual 2012 Philip Lowe 2014-10-31 This volume contains papers presented at the 17th Annual EU Competition Law and Policy Workshop, organized
by Philip Lowe and Mel Marquis and held at the European University Institute on 13-14 July 2012. From a variety of angles the book explores the themes of competition, regulation
and certain public policies; their interactions; and, in some cases, their mutual tensions. The authors of the various chapters consider legal and economic issues relating to network
industries, industrial, environmental and trade policies, and intellectual property and innovation policies, among others. Comparative views and the views of judges from different
jurisdictions are provided, and techniques for mediating among different policy objectives and frameworks are discussed. Authors contributing to this book include: Rafael
Allendesalazar, Robert D Anderson, Marco Boccaccio, Ginevra Bruzzone, Cristina Caffarra, Alexandre de Streel, Ian Forrester, Douglas Ginsburg, Geert Goeteyn, Calvin
Goldman, Daniel Haar, Küllike Jürimäe, Suzanne Kingston, Lars Kjølbye, Paul Lugard, Mel Marquis, Veljko Milutinovic, Giorgio Monti, Anna Caroline Müller, Rosa Perna, Anthony
Pygram, Philip Lowe, Pierre Régibeau and Jon Stern.
Research Handbook on the Law and Economics of Competition Enforcement Kokkoris, Ioannis 2022-08-16 This incisive Research Handbook identifies and assesses the
emerging trends in competition enforcement, investigating how such changes impact the enforcement approach of competition authorities and the behaviour of companies in an
ever-evolving business and regulatory environment.
Patent Pledges Jorge L. Contreras 2017-03-31 Patent holders are increasingly making voluntary, public commitments to limit the enforcement and other exploitation of their
patents. The best-known form of patent pledge is the so-called FRAND commitment, in which a patent holder commits to license patents to manufacturers of standardized
products on terms that are “fair, reasonable and non-discriminatory.” Patent pledges have also been appearing in fields well beyond technical standard-setting, including open
source software, green technology and the biosciences. This book explores the motivations, legal characteristics and policy goals of these increasingly popular private ordering
tools.
The Oxford Handbook of Intellectual Property Law Rochelle Cooper Dreyfuss 2018 A comprehensive overview of intellectual property law, this handbook will be a vital read for all

invested in the field of IP law. Topics include the foundations of IP law; its emergence and development in various jurisdictions; its rules and principles; and current issues arising
from the existence and operation of IP law in a political economy.
The Innovation Society and Intellectual Property Josef Drexl 2019 Intellectual property (IP) rights impact innovation in diverse ways. This book critically analyses whether
additional rights beyond patents, trademarks and copyrights are needed to promote innovation. Featuring contributions from thought-leaders in the field of IP, this book examines
the check and balances that already exist in the IP system to safeguard innovation and questions to what extent existing IP regimes are capable of catering to new paradigms of
innovation and creativity.
Promoting Competition in Innovation Through Merger Control in the ICT Sector Kalpana Tyagi 2019-06-21 This book addresses the question of how competition authorities assess
mergers in the Information Communication Technology (ICT) sector so as to promote competition in innovation. A closer look at the question reveals that it is far more complex
and difficult to answer for the ICT, telecommunications and multi-sided platform (MSP) economy than for more traditional sectors of the economy. This has led many scholars to rethink and question whether the current merger control framework is suitable for the ICT sector, which is often also referred to as the new economy. The book pursues an
interdisciplinary approach combining insights from law, economics and corporate strategy. Further, it has a comparative dimension, as it discusses the practices of the US, the EU
and, wherever relevant, of other competition authorities from around the globe. Considering that the research was conducted in the EU, the practices of the European Commission
remain a key aspect of the content.Considering its normative dimension, the book concentrates on the substantive aspects of merger control. To facilitate a better understanding
of the most important points, the book also offers a brief overview of the procedural aspects of merger control in the EU, the US and the UK, and discusses recent amendments to
Austrian and German law regarding the notification threshold. Given its scope, the book offers an invaluable guide for competition law scholars, practitioners in the field, and
competition authorities worldwide.
The Law and Economics of Article 102 TFEU Robert O'Donoghue QC 2014-07-18 The Law and Economics of Article 102 TFEU is a comprehensive, integrated treatment of the
legal and economic principles that underpin the application of Article 102 TFEU to the behaviour of dominant firms. Traditional concerns of monopoly behaviour, such as predatory
pricing, refusals to deal, excessive pricing, tying and bundling, discount practices and unlawful discrimination are treated in detail through a review of the applicable economic
principles, the case law and decisional practice and more recent economic and legal writings. In addition, the major constituent elements of Article 102 TFEU, such as market
definition, dominance, effect on trade and applicable remedies are considered at length. Jointly authored by a lawyer and an economist, The Law and Economics of Article 102
TFEU contains an integrated approach to the legal and economic principles that frame policy in this major area of competition law. Although written primarily with practitioners and
in-house lawyers in mind, it is essential reading for anyone with an interest in competition law enforcement against monopoly behaviour.
Competition Law’s Innovation Factor Viktoria H S E Robertson 2020-02-06 In recent years, market definition has come under attack as an analytical tool of competition law.
Scholars have increasingly questioned its usefulness and feasibility. That criticism comes into sharper relief in dynamic, innovation-driven markets, which do not correspond to the
static markets on which the concept of the relevant market was modelled. This book explores that controversy from a comparative legal perspective, taking into account both EU
competition and US antitrust law. It examines the manifold ways in which courts and competition authorities in the EU and US have factored innovation-related considerations into
market delineation, covering: innovative product markets, product differentiation, future markets, issues going beyond market definition proper – such as innovation competition,
innovation markets and potential competition –, intellectual property rights, innovative aftermarkets and multi-sided platforms. This book finds that going forward, the role of market
definition in dynamic contexts needs to focus on its function of market characterisation rather than on the assessment of market power.
Antitrust Enforcement and Standard Essential Patents Haris Tsilikas 2017-07-14 Die Arbeit diskutiert die Auswirkungen der Durchsetzung von Standard-Patenten für das
Wettbewerbsrecht. Die formale Standardeinstellung hat das Potenzial, zu nahezu optimalen Investitionen in Forschung und Entwicklung und gleichzeitig zur schnellen Umsetzung
innovativer Standards zu führen.
The Patent-Competition Interface in Developing Countries Thomas K. Cheng 2022-01-18 This book proposes a development stage-specific approach to the patent-competition
interface for developing countries, taking into account the different ways in which competition law regulation of patent exploitation practices interacts with various means of
technology transfer.
Licensing Standard Essential Patents Igor Nikolic 2021-11-18 What is the licensing framework of standard essential patents (SEPs) for connectivity standards such as 5G and WiFi? How will the framework change with the Internet of Things (IoT)? This book provides comprehensive answers to these questions. For over two decades, connectivity standards
have been the subject of litigation and controversy around the globe. Now, with the introduction of 5G and the emergence of the world of connected objects, or the IoT, the
licensing framework for SEPs is becoming even more contentious. In order to bring clarity to the debate, this book analyses and explains key components of a fair, reasonable and
non-discriminatory (FRAND) licence for SEPs; clarifies the economic, policy and market background of SEP disputes; examines the interrelated application of contract, patent and
competition laws; and describes the approaches by courts and regulators in the EU, US and the UK. Importantly, the book also assesses how the experience from the smartphone
and ICT industries can be applied in a new environment of the IoT, and considers what needs to be changed in the future SEP licensing landscape. The book provides a holistic
coverage of SEP licensing issues in an attempt to reduce uncertainty within this highly complex and technical area, and will be useful to practitioners, policy makers, SMEs and
large technology companies in the IoT, as well as academics interested in the field.
Intellectual Property Rights and Competition in Standard Setting Valerio Torti 2015-10-05 Competition and intellectual property rights (IPRs) are both necessary for a market to
work efficiently and to promote consumer welfare. Properly applied, intellectual property rules define a legal framework which allows undertakings to profit from their inventions.
This in turn encourages competition among firms and enhances dynamic efficiency, to the benefit of consumer welfare. Standard setting represents one of the fields where the
interaction between competition law and IPRs clearly comes to light. The collaborative goal of standard setting organizations (SSOs) is to adopt and promote standards that either
do not conflict with anyone’s right or, if they do, are developed under condition that patents are licensed under defined terms. This book examines the tension between IPRs and
competition in the standard setting field which can arise when innovators over-exploit the rights they have been granted and hold up an entire industry. The book compares EU
and U.S. jurisdictions with a particular focus on the IT and telecommunication sectors. It scrutinizes those practices which could harm standard setting and its goals, looking at
misleading conducts by SSOs’ members which may lead to breach the EU and U.S. antitrust provisions on abuse of market power. Recent developments in EU and U.S. standard
setting are analysed highlighting the differences in enforcement approaches. The book considers how the optimal balance between IPRs and industry standards can be struck,
suggesting a policy model which takes into account both innovators’ interests and SSOs’ goals.
International Antitrust Law & Policy: Fordham Competition Law 2013 Barry E. Hawk 2014-03-01 This volume contains articles and panel discussions delivered during the Fortieth
Annual Fordham Competition Law Institute Conference on International Antitrust Law & Policy. About the Proceedings: Every October the Fordham Competition Law Institute
brings together leading figures from governmental organizations, leading international law firms and corporations and academia to examine and analyze the most important issues
in international antitrust and trade policy of the United States, the EU and the world. This work is the most definitive and comprehensive annual analysis of international antitrust
law and policy available anywhere. The chapters are revised and updated before publication, where necessary. As a result, the reader receives up-to-date practical tips and
important analyses of difficult policy issues. The annual volumes are an indispensable guide through the sea of international antitrust law. The Fordham Competition Law
Proceedings are acknowledged as simply the most definitive US/EC annual analyses of antitrust/competition law published. Each annual edition sets out to explore and analyze
the areas of antitrust/competition law that have had the most impact in that year. Recent "hot topics" include antitrust enforcement in Asia, Latin America: competition enforcement
in the areas of telecommunications, media and information technology. All of the chapters raise questions of policy or discuss new developments and assess their significance and
impact on antitrust and trade policy.
Competition Law of the European Union Van Bael & Bellis 2021-03-01 This new Sixth Edition of a major work by the well-known competition law team at Van Bael & Bellis in
Brussels brings the book up to date to take account of the many developments in the case law and relevant legislation that have occurred since the Fifth Edition in 2010. The
authors have also taken the opportunity to write a much-extended chapter on private enforcement and a dedicated section on competition law in the pharmaceutical sector. As one
would expect, the new edition continues to meet the challenge for businesses and their counsel, providing a thoroughly practical guide to the application of the EU competition
rules. The critical commentary cuts through the theoretical underpinnings of EU competition law to expose its actual impact on business. In this comprehensive new edition, the
authors examine such notable developments as the following: important rulings concerning the concept of a restriction by object under Article 101; the extensive case law in the
field of cartels, including in relation to cartel facilitation and price signalling; important Article 102 rulings concerning pricing and exclusivity, including the Post Danmark and Intel
judgments, as well as standard essential patents; the current block exemption and guidelines applicable to vertical agreements, including those applicable to the motor vehicle
sector; developments concerning online distribution, including the Pierre Fabre and Coty rulings; the current guidelines and block exemptions in the field of horizontal cooperation,
including the treatment of information exchange; the evolution of EU merger control, including court defeats suffered by the Commission and the case law on procedural
infringements; the burgeoning case law related to pharmaceuticals, including concerning reverse payment settlements; the current technology transfer guidelines and block
exemption; procedural developments, including in relation to the right to privacy, access to file, parental liability, fining methodology, inability to pay and hybrid settlements; the
implementation of the Damages Directive and the first interpretative rulings. As a comprehensive, up-to-date and above all practical analysis of the EU competition rules as
developed by the Commission and EU Courts, this authoritative new edition of a classic work stands alone. Like its predecessors, it will be of immeasurable value to both business
persons and their legal advisers.
Competition Law Richard Whish 2021-08-18 This online course will give you insights into important compliance topics.
The Transformation of Enforcement Hans W Micklitz 2016-04-07 This insightful book considers the phenomenon of the transformation of enforcement in European economic law
while adopting a distinct global perspective. The editors identify and respond to the need for reflection on transformation processes in the area of enforcement by bringing together
the leading international and European scholars in a variety of disciplines to share and compare experiences and learning in different areas of law. Rooted in a wide and regulatory
understanding of enforcement, this book showcases the transformation of enforcement with reference to both European economic law (especially transnational commercial law,
competition law, intellectual property law, consumer law) and to the current context of significant global economic challenges. Comparative perspectives facilitate the formation of a
holistic perspective on enforcement that reaches beyond distinct theoretical accounts, political agendas, regulatory systems, institutional patterns, particular remedies, industry
sectors, and stakeholder perspectives. As the first comprehensive and comparative analysis of the enforcement of European economic law that reaches beyond closely confined
areas of law, it constitutes a crucial contribution to the theoretical and policy questions of how to design a coherent European enforcement architecture in accordance with
essential principles and objectives of the EU economic order This unique study will have broad appeal. By exploring enforcement transformations from a legal and a crossdisciplinary perspective, it will be essential reading for scholars, practitioners and policymakers from different disciplines.
SEPs, SSOs and FRAND Kung-Chung Liu 2019-12-05 This book is a very useful reference guide on how de jure and de facto standards are being developed and how these
standards compete against each other. The book also looks at how FRAND commitments are being determined across countries, how these disputes have played out, especially

in Asia, and how they can be better dealt with in future globally. The book gives a broad overview of the business model of dominant SEP patentees and analyzes some standards
for FRAND licensing of SEPs which are converging in major Asian jurisdictions. It highlights the need for ex ante regulation in the FRAND licensing of SEPs and suggests how we
can reconcile conflicts which may arise from different legal standards. This book provides detailed and comprehensive analysis of recent SEP cases with an emphasis on Asia and
will interest anyone who wishes to have more insight into the legal, policy, industrial and economic implications of such issues.
Standardization under EU Competition Rules and US Antitrust Laws Björn Lundqvist 2014-05-30 Offering in-depth analysis of the case law currently being written in courtrooms all
over the world under the so-called •patent warê, the book puts forward a new method for applying competition law to standards and standard-setting _ in both its collus
Intellectual Property as a Complex Adaptive System Kamperman Sanders, Anselm 2021-12-07 This incisive book examines the role of Intellectual Property (IP) as a complex
adaptive system in innovation and the lifecycle of IP intensive assets. Discussing recent innovation trends, it places emphasis on how different forms of intellectual property law
can facilitate these trends. Inventors and entrepreneurs are guided through the lifecycle of IP intensive assets that commercialise human creativity. Utilising a range of sector
specific, interdisciplinary and actor-focused approaches, each contribution offers suggestions on how Europe’s capacity to foster innovation-based sustainable economic growth
can be enhanced on a global scale.
The Roles of Innovation in Competition Law Analysis Paul Nihoul 2018 Rapid technological innovations have challenged the conventional application of antitrust and competition
law across the globe. Acknowledging these challenges, this original work analyses the roles of innovation in competition law analysis and reflects on how competition and antitrust
law can be refined and tailored to innovation.
An International Antitrust Primer Mark R. Joelson 2016-04-24 Despite the continuing inter-government cooperation over the regulation of international commerce, significant crosscountry differences persist in areas such as merger control, notification to authorities, and remedies deemed appropriate for antitrust enforcement. Accordingly, companies must
be aware of the rules that apply in the countries in which they do business. This fourth edition of the Kintner-Joelson classic International Antitrust Primerprovides a thorough
update of the status of competition regulation in a number of key jurisdictions, including up-to-date case law involving the technology giants Google, Microsoft, Amazon, Apple, and
Facebook. Coverage focuses on the European Union and the United States — which continue to be foremost in the enforcement and refinement of comprehensive competition
laws — but also takes into account the vast strides that are being made elsewhere, with chapters on South Korea, Japan, and India, as well as a chapter on the United Kingdom
with a section on the post-Brexit implications. The book provides essential guidance on such issues of concern to business persons and their counsel as the following: • intellectual
property rights; • extent and kind of criminal sanctions; • extraterritorial reach; • mergers and acquisitions; • level and type of enforcement activity; • effects of national foreign or
domestic policy; • permissible cooperation among competitors; and • public procurement. Business persons, government officials, students, lawyers, and others who have been
relying on this preeminent resource for years will greatly appreciate this thoroughly updated edition. There is nothing else that so lucidly and helpfully explains competition law for
those who require a working knowledge of the subject to proceed confidently in their day-to-day work.
Intellectual Property, Antitrust and Cumulative Innovation in the EU and the US Thorsten Käseberg 2012-06-08 For decades, the debate about the tension between IP and
antitrust law has revolved around the question to what extent antitrust should accept that IP laws may bar competition in order to stimulate innovation. The rise of IP rights in
recent years has highlighted the problem that IP may also impede innovation, if research for new technologies or the marketing of new products requires access to protected prior
innovation. How this 'cumulative innovation' is actually accounted for under IP and antitrust laws in the EU and the US, and how it could alternatively be dealt with, are the central
questions addressed in this unique study by lawyer and economist Thorsten Käseberg. Taking an integrated view of both IP and antitrust rules – in particular on refusals to deal
based on IP – the book assesses policy levers under European and US patent, copyright and trade secrecy laws, such as the bar for and scope of protection as well as research
exemptions, compulsory licensing regimes and misuse doctrines. It analyses what the allocation of tasks is and should be between these IP levers and antitrust rules, in particular
the law on abuse of dominance (Article 102 TFEU) and monopolisation (Section 2 Sherman Act), while particular attention is paid to the essential facilities doctrine, including
pricing methodologies for access to IP. Many recent decisions and judgments are put into a coherent analytical framework, such as IMS Health, AstraZeneca, GlaxoSmithKline (in
the EU), Apple (France), Orange Book Standard (Germany), Trinko, Rambus, NYMEX, eBay (US), Microsoft and IBM/T3 (both EU and US). Further topics covered include: IP
protection for software, interoperability information and databases; industry-specific tailoring of IP; antitrust innovation market analysis; and the WTO law on the IP/antitrust
interface.
Chinese Merger Control Law Tingting Weinreich-Zhao 2014-11-19 On 1 August 2008 the Chinese Anti-Monopoly Law entered into force, introducing a comprehensive framework
for competition law to the Chinese market. One set of the new rules pertains to merger control. China’s Ministry of Commerce (MOFCOM) was nominated as the authority
responsible for enforcing merger control in China and has been actively doing so ever since. Recent years have established China as one of the most important merger filing
jurisdictions for cross-border mergers alongside the EU and USA. This work evaluates the Chinese merger control law regime and MOFCOM’s decision-making practice after
more than five years of application. In particular, it assesses which policy goals (competition policy goals or industrial policy considerations) prevail in the written law and its
application and provides suggestions for a further improvement of the law – with the aim to develop a transparent merger control regime that promotes long-term economic growth
in China.
EU Competition Law Alison Jones 2016 This comprehensive study and revision guide provides a selection of the most relevant EU legislation, extracts from the leading EU
competition cases, and a selection of critical academic pespectives, setting out objectives and placing them in context.
Abuse of Dominance in EU Competition Law Pier Luigi Parcu 2017-02-24 Granting rebates to a customer or refusing to supply a competitor are examples of ordinary commercial
practices, which become ‘abusive’ under Article 102 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the EU (TFEU) when carried out by ‘dominant’ firms. This topical book provides an up-todate account of the emerging trends in the enforcement and interpretation of this provision at both the EU and national level.
Patents in Germany and Europe Alexander Harguth 2017-06-15 Germany’s patent system presents unique opportunities for patent holders, as well as risks for companies doing
business there. Germany is one of the world’s top jurisdictions for patent enforcement because of the expertise of German courts, their unique procedures, and the speed of these
proceedings. Winning a patent suit in Germany is tantamount to winning the European market, and gives the patent owner substantial leverage over opponents to achieve a
worldwide settlement. In addition, suits in Germany frequently resolve well ahead of United States counterpart suits, at a fraction of the cost. This handbook, now in its second,
fully updated edition, provides international lawyers with a practical understanding of Germany’s patent system, including the many legal changes that have occurred since the
book’s original publication in 2011. It also addresses the implications of the upcoming Unified Patent Court. This second edition provides an in-depth, step-by-step procedural
analysis of aspects of current patent practice in Germany, including the following: • Germany’s split system that bifurcates infringement from validity cases; • Obtaining discovery; •
Claim construction; • Budgeting; • Implications of the upcoming new patent system, in particular the Unified Patent Court; • Germany’s labor law regarding employee inventions;
and • Customs actions. The authors — both experienced patent lawyers, one German, one American — present proceedings in Germany in parallel with corresponding patent
litigation stages in the United States. The chapters track the structure of patent disputes, starting with the overall structure of the German judicial system, followed by topics such
as patentability, patent procurement, oppositions, infringement trials and customs enforcement actions. This book concludes with an extensive selection of forms and legislative
material. Understanding the opportunities available in Germany provides companies with a broader toolkit for enforcing their intellectual property rights and defending against
challenges brought by others. Practicing patent lawyers will not find a more complete, informed and practical guide than this book explaining the framework for patent
procurement, enforcement and defense in Germany. Many will find surprising options without parallel in the United States.
Mechanisms to Enable Follow-On Innovation Alina Wernick 2021-05-13 The patent system is based on "one-patent-per-product" presumption and therefore fails to sustain
complex follow-on innovations that contain a number of patents. The book explains that follow-on innovations may be subject to market failures such as hold-ups and excessive
royalties. For decades, scholars have debated whether the market problems can be solved with voluntary licensing i.e., open innovation, or with compulsory liability rules. The
book concludes that neither approach is sufficient. On the one hand, incentives to engage in open innovation practices involving patents are insufficient. On the other hand, the
existing compulsory liability rules in patent and competition law are not tailored to address follow-on innovator's interests. To transcend this problem, the author proposes a
compulsory liability rule against the suppression of follow-on innovation, that paradoxically, fosters early-on voluntary licensing between patent holders and follow-on innovators.
The book is aimed at patent and competition law scholars and practitioners, patent attorneys, managers, engineers and economists who either engage in open innovation
involving patents or conduct research on the topic. It also offers insights to policy and law-makers reviewing the possibilities to foster open innovation initiatives or adapt the scope
of patent remedies or employ compulsory licenses for patents.
Law and Economics of Article 102 TFEU Robert O'Donoghue QC 2020-09-03 “a reference book in this area of EU competition law and a must-have companion for academics,
enforcers and practitioners alike, as well as EU and national judges.” Judge Nils Wahl, Court of Justice of the European Union This seminal text offers an authoritative and
integrated treatment of the legal and economic principles that underpin the application of Article 102 TFEU to the behaviour of dominant firms. Traditional concerns of monopoly
behaviour, such as predatory pricing, refusals to deal, excessive pricing, tying and bundling, discount practices and unlawful discrimination are treated in detail through a review of
the applicable economic principles, the case law and decisional practice and more recent economic and legal writings. In addition, the major constituent elements of Article 102
TFEU, such as market definition, dominance, effect on trade and applicable remedies are considered at length. The third edition involves a net addition of over 250 pages, with a
substantial new chapter on Abuses In Digital Platforms, an extensively revised chapter on standards, and virtually all chapters incorporating substantial revisions reflecting key
cases such as Intel, MEO, Google Android, Google Shopping, AdSense, Qualcomm.
Unified Patent Protection in Europe Winfried Tilmann 2018-07-04 The creation of the Unified Patent Court (UPC) is the most prominent change in the European legal landscape
for the last four decades. This book explains how the new system works in practice and how to make the best use of its provisions. It offers readers an in-depth and
comprehensive commentary on the legal mechanisms of the upcoming ratified European Patent Law, and advice on potential problems that users of the forthcoming regulations
may face. The book first describes the creation of the Unified European Patent Law and how its four new legislative texts interact. The new legislative texts are then explained and
commented on in detail, rule by rule, with diverse approaches and perspectives from a practitioner team comprising patent litigators, European patent attorneys, law professors
and patent judges. The Commentary takes into account the practical needs of users of the new system on both the prosecution and enforcement sides, addressing substantive
and procedural problems. This book is the most authoritative text on the Unitary Patent and Unified Patents Court, and an invaluable tool for practitioners in this rapidly developing
area of law.
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